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Developing Engineering Products
Using Inspiration From Nature
Nature can be a major source of inspiration for engineering designers. Biomimicry is
often used in specific cases to develop solutions that mimic natural systems. However,
knowledge of natural systems is still not used systematically and commonly for inspiring
innovative product development, from ideation of solutions to their implementation as
products. In ideation, potential solutions to a design problem are generated. To support
ideation, two databases are developed with entries having information about natural and
artificial systems. A novel generic causal model is developed for structuring information
of how these systems achieve their behavior. Three algorithms are developed for analogi-
cal search of entries that could inspire ideation of solutions to a given problem. In
realization, evaluation and modification of these solutions are carried out by experiment-
ing with these in virtual and physical forms and environments.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2956995�
Introduction
Designs found in nature are wonderful. Nature, through billions

f years of trial and error, has produced effective solutions to
nnumerable complex real-world problems �1�, whose functions
re often similar to that demanded in engineering products, e.g.,
eart functioning like a pump �2� or joints with movement as in a
echanism �3�. For both natural and engineering tasks, resources

re limited and must be utilized optimally to accomplish the task
n a reliable and functional manner. Thus, designs in nature could
ct as inspirations for the engineering designer �4�. The question
s, how to use systematically, the knowledge of these systems to
olve design problems?

Vincent �1,5� estimates that “at present there is only a 10%
verlap between biology and technology in terms of the mecha-
isms used” so there is a great deal of potential in this area.
ngineers, scientists, and businesses are increasingly turning to-
ard nature for design inspiration. The field of biomimetics, the

pplication of methods and systems found in nature to engineering
nd technology, has spawned a number of innovations far superior
o what the human mind alone could have devised, such as a solar
ell inspired by a leaf �6�. Its focus has primarily been on long-
erm development of specific technologies such as synthetic spider
ilk �7�. However, there is no general systematic support available
or engineering designers to use nature as inspiration for solving
esign problems—right from ideation to realization of ideas.

We developed a two-step approach to address this issue. The
rst step is “ideation,” where potential solutions to a problem are
enerated. The second step is “realization,” where these are evalu-
ted and modified by experimenting with them in both virtual and
hysical forms.

Ideation
Inspiration is useful for exploration and discovery of new solu-

ion spaces �8�. Evidence of this, for instance, are that the pres-
nce of a stimulus can lead to generation of more ideas during
roblem solving �9�, that stimulus-rich creativity techniques posi-
ively affect creativity �10�, or that individuals stimulated with
ssociation lists demonstrate more creative productivity than those
ithout stimuli �11�.
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Analogy has long been regarded as a powerful means for in-
spiring novel idea generation, as seen in several systems based on
analogy �12,13� and creativity methods developed with the spe-
cific aim of fostering analogical reasoning �14�, and in other re-
search that have contributed to the understanding and application
of analogy �15–18�.

Generating a large number of ideas with a variety of principles
�19� increases the chances of developing better products �9�; ex-
perimenting with ideas in realistic environments makes them more
practically viable. Creative products are initiated through inspira-
tion �3,12�, where use of analogy is beneficial �1,14,20�.

Shu et al. �21� and Shu �22� shown the application of a biomi-
metic search method to develop ideas on how to center objects in
microassembly and remanufacturing �23,20�. Structural analogy
has been used to achieve this. Vakili and Shu �23� worked on
biomimetics where analogous keywords of a system’s function are
used to help designers. Single text with synonyms has been used
for searching analogous functions. Later Hacco and Shu �20� used
Wordnet® and text tags to help find similar words and part of
speech in a sentence, similar to natural language processing.
Based on the structure of the system, solutions are generated re-
lated to remanufacturing.

In our work we have used a combination of words for searching
entries and this search can be carried out with single or a combi-
nation of SAPPhIRE constructs �see Sec. 2.3�. At a broad level of
abstraction, our work is similar to Hacco and Shu �20�, as we both
use synonyms to find alternative solutions. However, we argue
that the approach presented here is far more extensive in three
ways. First is, unlike Vakili and Shu �23�, where only functional
analogy has been used, we use functional, behavioral, and struc-
tural analogies, using seven layers of constructs from the
SAPPhIRE model of causality to carry out the search. The second
is combination of analogies from multiple layers can be used in
our case to carry out search �see Sec. 2.4�. Finally, results of
search using multiple analogies can be used in the analogical rea-
soning itself �see Sec. 2.4�.

2.1 Methodology. Earlier, we developed a computational tool
called IDEA-INSPIRE that provides analogical ideas of natural or
artificial systems as inspirations to designers to support generation
of novel solutions for product design problems �4�. The current
application focus is novel mechanisms. Our intention is to use the
diverse motions that nature exhibits as a source of inspiration for
solving product design problems, especially in inspiring creativity
and innovation of novel products. The work is not about mimick-
ing natural phenomena but rather getting inspired from primarily

the behavioral aspects of these phenomena.
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To develop IDEA-INSPIRE, first two databases were developed:
ne for natural systems �e.g., insects, plants, etc.� exhibiting di-
erse movements and the other for artificial systems �e.g., vacuum
leaners, clutches, etc.�. These systems were then analyzed, and a
eneric SAPPhIRE model of causality for describing their behav-
ors was developed. This model has a set of constructs that are
sed to explain the functioning of an artificial or natural system.
inally, IDEA-INSPIRE software was developed with appropriate in-

erface and analogical search procedures to aid the following. De-
igners, with a problem to solve, would explore the behavior of
he natural or artificial system entries in the databases, and use the
onstructs of the SAPPhIRE model to describe the problem in
erms of the constructs of the language; the software would then
earch the databases for entries that could be presented to the
esigners as inspirations to aid ideation to solve the problem.

DEA-INSPIRE is based on the following philosophy: given a design
roblem, if the designer is exposed to a variety of natural and
ngineered systems that have similar function, behavior, or struc-
ure, ideation should be enhanced.

2.2 SAPPhIRE Model of Causality. The main challenge in
eveloping the model of causality was that it must allow the func-
ion, behavior, and structure of a system to be linked to one an-
ther in a way common for both natural and artificial systems, and
llow describing these at various levels of abstraction. At the cen-
er of this work is the development of a uniform functional/
ehavioral representation for these systems.

We view function as the intended effect of a system �24� and
ehavior as the link between function and structure defined at
iven levels; therefore, that is the behavior specific to the levels at
hich the function and structure of a system are defined. We argue

hat structure—in a richer representation of causality—must have
he flexibility of being represented using multiple views. Such a
icher encompassing causal description of the functioning of a
ystem has been developed and described below �4�.

The constructs used in the SAPPhIRE model of causality are as
ollows.

Parts. Physical components and interfaces constituting the sys-
em and its environment of interaction.

State. Attributes and their values that define the properties of a
iven system at a given period of time during its operation.

Physical effect. The laws of nature governing change.
Organ. The structural context necessary for a physical effect to

e activated.
Input. The energy, information, or material requirements for a

hysical effect to be activated.
Physical phenomenon. Potential changes associated with a

iven physical effect for a given organ and inputs;
Action. Abstract description/interpretation of a state change, a

hanged state, or an input.
The relationships between these constructs are as follows: parts

re necessary for creating organs. Organs and inputs are necessary
or activation of physical effects. Activation of physical effects is
ecessary for creating physical phenomena, which activates and
hanges of state. Change of state is interpreted as actions or in-
uts, and create or activate parts. Essentially, there are three rela-
ionships: activation, creation, and interpretation �4,25�.

The model is acronymed as the SAPPhIRE model, where
APPhIRE stands for state-action-part-phenomenon-input-organ
ffect �see Fig. 1�.

2.3 Representation. Each entry �e.g., in the Appendix� in the
atabases of IDEA-INSPIRE �4� is described using entry-specific de-
ails that are structured using its function, structure, and behavior,
s well as using a linked set of SAPPhIRE constructs, videos and
mages �4�. The databases �4� have over 700 entries. IDEA-INSPIRE

s implemented using Microsoft™ VISUAL C��.
Each entry in the databases is described, using the SAPPhIRE

onstructs �see Appendix�, in two forms.
1. A computer understandable form—these are text files con-
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taining a set of words used to describe the entry and format-
ted in a particular way that can be read by the program
easily and can be used for efficient search.

2. A human understandable form—these are text files contain-
ing paragraphs, explaining the motion behavior of the entry
in sentence form.

In the computer understandable form, the content of each entry
is divided into a list of actions, state, physical phenomena, inputs,
physical effects, organs, and parts; links between various subsets
of these together constitute the entry.

In the human understandable form of the entries, these links are
expanded in paragraphs �see Appendix for an example�.

2.4 Search Strategies. The goal of the search strategies is to
support analogical reasoning at multiple levels of abstraction. Us-
ing these strategies, a designer should be able to simply browse
the entries for random stimulation or systematically search
through them with specific purposes. For searching for solutions a
designer can use one or many constructs �action, physical effect,
etc.� of the SAPPhIRE model, or any combinations of them as
input to the software. Presently the software can take three de-
mands and three wishes. Each demand or wish can be depicted by
any of the seven constructs. Each of these constructs has a par-
ticular way of expressing—verb, noun, and adjective or phrases. A
designer can use many combinations of these constructs in order
to completely define the problem.

Three search algorithms are developed: simple, combination,
and complex searches.

Simple and combination search. While searching for analogical
entries, a designer can give one �simple search�, or a combination
of �combination search� constructs �action, physical principle,
etc.� to the software as inputs �see Appendix for an example of an
entry�.

Complex search. Since each entry is a linked network of SAP-
PhIRE constructs, analogical solutions could be reached if IDEA-

INSPIRE could be searched for, say, entries that share the same
principles in the entries that fulfill a given required action or en-
tries that have analogical parts to those having the required action.

2.5 Working Principle. The description of characteristics or
constraints obeyed by entries looked for is provided by the de-
signer in terms of verbs, nouns, and adjectives. In order to imple-
ment the “translation” of this input into analogical descriptions,
clusters of equivalent words �synonyms� have been developed.
Clustering of words is carried out beforehand for nouns, verbs,
and adjectives and stored in a database for use during translation.

When a designer gives the required input to the software by
formulating the problem in terms of a combination of constructs,

Fig. 1 The SAPPhIRE model of causality
the software tries to find the best match of the entries in the
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escending order of importance, annotating each entry with a
eightage as described in Sec. 2.4, which shows how close the

ntry is to the search input provided.
Since each entry is a linked network of actions, state changes,

rgans, inputs, effects, phenomena, and parts, analogical solutions
an be reached if it is possible to search for, say, entries that share
he same principles in the entries that fulfill the required actions or
ntries that have analogical parts to those that have the required
ntended action. For search of these kinds, one should be able to
onstruct complex search queries with multiple, intermediate, and
nal search points of specified types and with specified input

ypes and values. This can be achieved by a multiple search with
he following form.

For a given input type, find all outputs of a given type for all
ntermediate outputs of given types. For instance, one such query
s for a given action �input�, find all entries �output� that provide
ctions �intermediate output type� that use the same effects �inter-
ediate output type� as are used by the entries that provide the

nput action.
Given action→effects used→actions→entries. Such complex

earch problems should help “discover” solutions that are more
ifficult to immediately associate with a given design problem
e.g., the input action� and yet are analogically relevant as poten-
ial ideas for solving the problem.

2.6 Evaluation of the Ideation Support. Ideation effective-
ess of the support was evaluated in two stages. In the first stage,
hree designers were asked to individually generate as many ideas
s possible to solve design problems without any aid. They were
hen asked to generate further ideas taking inspiration from entries

Table 1 Efficacy of IDEA-INSPIRE so

Without using IDEA-INSPIRE With using

No. of
ideas

generated
�G1�

No. of
ideas

selected
�S1�

Ratio of
S1/G1

No. of
ideas

generated
�G2�

1 9 4 44% 17

2 6 4 66% 5

3 8 3 37% 18

vg. 7.6 3.6 49% 13.3
Fig. 2 Some of the initial concepts that the designers

ournal of Computing and Information Science in Enginee
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in IDEA-INSPIRE.
These designers were provided with an instruction sheet that

described the problem to be solved and were requested to sketch
and annotate the ideas generated by them, identifying the major
components for each idea and explaining its working principle.
Each designer was provided with a set of numbered blank sheets
and was requested to sketch each idea on a different sheet. First,
each solved all three problems without aid. Next, each evaluated
their ideas, and selected some of them as acceptable solutions.

IDEA-INSPIRE software was then introduced to each designer by
the researcher. For each designer and problem, a number of search
strings were formulated using input from the designer involved,
and IDEA-INSPIRE was used for search of entries to inspire ideation
for each problem. The entries were seen by the designer one after
another, and if the designer get inspired, �s�he created an idea
immediately based on the entry seen. This continued for several
search sessions for each problem until the designer expressed ter-
mination of this process. There was no time constraint prespeci-
fied for any session. After the ideation sessions for a given prob-
lem for each designer, the resulting ideas created by the designer
were evaluated by the designer, and acceptable solutions among
these were selected. Since each idea was presented on a separate
numbered sheet, counting the number of ideas did not pose a
problem. In any case, the ideas were counted by two individual
researchers for accuracy. Each individual ideation session took
about an hour, and evaluation/selection about half an hour, taking
about 3 h altogether for each designer per problem solving, in-
cluding ideation unaided, evaluation and selection of these ideas,
ideation aided by IDEA-INSPIRE, followed by evaluation and selec-

are „D1–D3: designers involved…

-INSPIRE

Ratio
of

G1/G1

No. of
ideas

selected
�S2�

Ratio of
S2/G2

No. of
entries

explored
�E�

Ratio of
G2/E

6 35% 60 28% 188%
�17 /9�

3 60% 40 12% 083%
�5 /6�

6 33% 60 30% 225%
�18 /8�

5 42% 53 23% 165%
ftw

IDEA
generated while solving Problems 1 „left… 2 „right…
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ion of these ideas.
On average, each designer was able to generate 165% addi-

ional ideas using inspiration from IDEA-INSPIRE than on their own
see Table 1�, which indicated the ideation effectiveness of the
pproach. This was assessed using two parameters: one is the
nhanced fluency of the designers, as seen from the additional
deas generated by them. This is a standard measure used by many
reativity researchers in assessing likely novelty of the outcomes,
uch as in Refs. �26–28�. The second is the percentage of ideas
elected by the designers themselves as worth developing �about
2%�, which indicates the likely usefulness of the ideas generated
28,29�. As described by the majority of creativity researchers
26–29�, and summarized in our earlier work on developing a
ommon definition of creativity �30�, novelty and usefulness are
he two basic components of the creative quality of ideas. There-
ore assessing ideation effectiveness using these parameters im-
lies the impact of the software in enhancing the creative quality
f ideas. This, we argue, happens due to exploration of a larger
umber of entries by the designers, which get them triggered with
ewer ideas with varied characteristics, helping them generate

Fig. 3 An entry of a bee as the source of ins
moving forward, colliding with the obstacle, r
avoid the obstacle „top right…. Physical model

Fig. 4 Frogs hind legs and Bat’s wings as s
„top left…; simulation of deployment folding

quence of operations „bottom…

31001-4 / Vol. 8, SEPTEMBER 2008
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greater variety.
In the second stage of evaluation, 12 design students who were

in their final stage of their course were offered support of ideation
using IDEA-INSPIRE in their respective design problems that they
had to solve as a mandatory requirement for their course. The
designers participating in these evaluation stages have an under-
graduate degree in engineering, up to a year of professional expe-
rience in design in industry, and are in the final year of a two year
Masters in Design course at the time of the evaluations. Feedback
from this second informal evaluation �based on their exit com-
ments on the usefulness and usability of the software for their
purpose� indicated both an enhancement of the number of new
ideas generated �as in the first evaluation� and ease of use of the
software.

This, however, does not support attainment of realizability of
these ideas—an essential aspect of engineering product develop-
ment. For this, a realization support was developed and used in
another study, where working prototypes to embody these ideas
were created.

tion „left…. Simulation of the intended vehicle
cting after collision, and taking a left turn to
of how it avoids an obstacle „bottom right….

rces of inspiration for a foldable mechanism
hanism „top right…; physical model and se-
pira
etra
ou
mec
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Realization
The realization support has the following parts.

1. Virtual modeling and experimentation support, which uses
SOLID WORKS™, MSC VISUAL NASTRAN™, and MATLAB’s sim-
ulink™ to support simulation and experimentation of the
essential subsystems in a variety of virtual environments.
Each design underwent several iterations and modifi-
cations before being selected for physical modeling and ex-
perimentation.

2. Physical modeling and experimentation support uses LEGO

MINDSTORMS™ robotic kit. A scaled model of the required
system with the essential subsystems is modeled. In physical
modeling, input values for various parameters were taken
from the virtual simulations in order to test physical proto-
types for functioning.

3.1 Modeling of the Entire System: A Step Toward Actual
orking Prototype. The realization support helps fast experi-
entation with ideas using, respectively, a virtual and a physical
odeling environment. Using virtual modeling first allows experi-
entation with a wider set of ideas faster, thereby pruning the

umber to a few that pass the test, while physical modeling,
hough time consuming, enables a justification better grounded in
eality.

These experiments are used to evaluate the usefulness of the
ealization support. This is done in terms of how well the support
elps representation of the task and the environment, aids creation
f realistic solutions and their simulation in realistic environ-
ents, and the resulting inspiration it provides to designers to
ake the ideas more realizable.

3.2 Evaluation of Realization Support. We demonstrate the
valuation process with a case study, in which two experienced

Table 2 Statistics on the problems solve
simulation…

No. of
solutions
generated

during
ideation

Time
taken in
hours for
ideation

�h�

No. of
solutions

chosen for
VS

No
itera
durin

Pro
D1 5 2 1
D2 6 2.5 2

Pro
D1 11 3 2
D2 5 1.5 1

Fig. 5 Japanese fan as a source of inspiration „

„right…
ournal of Computing and Information Science in Enginee
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designers were given two problems to solve individually using the
two-step approach and the support developed. Both designers
have formal graduate training in designing and have two to three
years of experience in designing engineering products in industry.
Neither had any prior experience in solving the kind of problems
used in the experiments described below.

In both the cases, the designers first used IDEA-INSPIRE to gen-
erate a variety of ideas for each problem, and selected some of
these for further development. Then, they used the virtual model-
ing support to model these ideas as solutions and used virtual
simulation to evaluate, modify, and select some for further devel-
opment. These solutions were then modeled in the physical mod-
eling environment for evaluation, modification, and final selec-
tion. The result is creation of product ideas that are both novel and
realistic.

The problems used in the experiments were to

1. design and develop an all terrain vehicle that can travel in
air, on the ground and under water. The vehicle needs to take
appropriate routes based on the presence and size of an ob-
stacle and

2. design and develop a remotely controlled deployable mecha-
nism for a solar panel for use in space. The area of the solar
panel should be as large as possible and the entire system
should be foldable in the least amount of space.

By inspecting the entries retrieved �e.g., bee, rockets, etc.� from
IDEA-INSPIRE, each designer was able to generate a variety of ini-
tial solutions �see Fig. 2�. Each problem was expressed using vari-
ous verb-noun-adjective combinations, e.g., move�V�+solid�N�
+medium�A� or none�V�+motion�N�+none�A�. The software re-
trieved many entries, and the designers generated various ideas for
solving the problem by taking various aspects of these entries. The

D1, D2: designers; VS/PS: virtual/physical

s
S

Time
taken

for VS
�h�

No. of
solutions

chosen for
PS

No. of
iterations
during PS

Total
amount
of time
for PS

�h�

1
15 1 3 3
12 1 3 3

2
10 2 3 4
4 1 1 2

…; simulation and physical model of deployment
d „

. of
tion
g V

blem
4
3

blem
3
2

left
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ntries retrieved by the software were from both artificial and
atural domains. From the natural domain, some of the ideas re-
rieved were bee, butterfly, housefly, and locust. From the artificial
omain, some ideas retrieved were rocket, steam engine, disk
rakes, and cam mechanism. One such entry is shown in the Ap-
endix. Next, designers selected some of these ideas, modeled
hem, simulated them in different environmental conditions, and

odified, leading to their progressive pruning to those which in
odified form fulfilled the requirements of the design to their

atisfaction.

3.3 Virtual Modeling and Simulation. The first solution is
n all-terrain, all-medium vehicle, with four wheels to maneuver

Fig. 6 Some of the i

Fig. 7 An all terrain vehicle
Fig. 8 Use of different system

31001-6 / Vol. 8, SEPTEMBER 2008
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on land, an inflatable balloon to use as ballast to go down under
water, and a set of deployable legs to enable walking avoiding
small obstacles on land or under water.

Virtual modeling and simulation were carried out in steps. Mo-
tion on land and obstacle avoidance were part of the simulation.
Pressure sensors were attached to different parts of the vehicle,
aiding obstacle avoidance. A motor was attached to each wheel
and the constraints between the wheels of the vehicle and the
ground plane were specified. Rotation of the wheels was con-
trolled by using MATLAB’s simulink™. In another version, the ve-
hicle had a proximity sensor and avoided obstacles without col-
liding on them �see Fig. 3�. Inputs were taken from IDEA-INSPIRE

for modification, as required.
The designers created two more solutions which were also vir-

tually modeled, simulated, and made into physical prototypes; the
first one used inspiration from a millipede and for the second one
from a leech.

3.4 Physical Modeling and Simulation. Dimensions of the
components and values of the variables �e.g., frictional force re-
quired, torque at the wheels, placement of sensors, etc.� were fi-
nalized during virtual simulation. Taking these values, physical
modeling of the designs was carried out using LEGO MIND-

STORMS™ building blocks. The modeled designs were controlled
by RCX, a programmable device, which is part of the LEGO MIND-

STORMS™ kit.
For the second problem, the designers followed a similar se-

quence of steps as in the first problem. Using IDEA-INSPIRE soft-
ware, they generated initial solutions and selected some of these,

al intended systems
s of an all terrain vehicle
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hich they modeled using the modeling support. Then, simulation
as carried out using inputs from IDEA-INSPIRE and from designers

hemselves. The final selected solutions were modeled, simulated,
nd developed into physical prototypes �see Figs. 4 and 5 for the
ource of inspiration, simulations and physical prototypes, and the
ntended resulting design for two such solutions�.

Table 2 shows the number of solutions generated in the prob-
ems solved, and the amount of time spent in ideation, visualiza-
ion, and evaluation of these solutions for various stages of devel-
pment of the ideas. Designers were able to generate, explore, and
valuate some 27 initial solutions in a span of 9 h �about 20 min
er idea�. They could model, explore, and modify the six solutions
elected, on the virtual environment, in 41 h �about 6.83 h per
olution�, and finally model, explore and modify the six solutions
elected in a span of 12 h �average 2.4 h�. Together five realistic
olutions were developed during a course of 62 h �just under 8
orking days�. On an average it took 3.4 h for each virtual itera-

ion and 1.2 h for each physical iteration. From our own experi-
nce of developing industrial products, we believe that this could
e considered as a fast ideation-realization process.

Note that some of these designs already exist �like the fan
odel for deployment of solar panels, which was designed for
hoenix Mars Lander �31��. However, the fact that the designers,
ith no experience or interest in this domain of design, ignorant to
rior existence of these designs, were still able to generate them
ndependently is a testimony to the support of creativity provided
y the methodology. This personal creativity or p-creativity as
escribed by Boden �32�, which means the ability to create an idea
hat is novel to the individual generating it, is an essential prereq-
isite to the eventual desirable s-creativity or societal creativity
32� where ideas are novel to the entire society.

Apart from these design experiments, many other designers
ave used the software to generate solutions for their own design
roblems �which were not physically modeled�, such as design of
space station repair vehicle �used inspiration from leech that can

tick to the wall or hang and move even in the absence of gravity�,
ontrol of high temperature, high pressure fluid flow �used inspi-
ation from the various valves found in animal bodies and in water
upply circuits�, and cutting mechanisms �used inspiration from
arious cutters used in machine shops as well as from barnacles
nd sunflower�.

The two-step approach described in this paper supports both
generative variation” �through ideation� and “adaptive variation”
through realization�, as described by Fricke �33� as two major
trategies of designers for solution generation. Generative varia-
ion has been found by earlier researchers to enhance novelty of
olutions by enabling exploration of a large space of ideas, while
daptive variation enables their consolidation and optimization,
aking them more implementable and realistic, as emphasized by
hompson and Lordan �34�. The overall effect is development of

deas with both novelty and realizability. Some of the initial de-
igns for Problem 2 �Sec. 3.2� are in Fig. 6.

3.5 Learning From Modeling and Simulation. A number of
nstances of learning took place during use of the modeling sup-
ort. In most of the cases, designers used the details provided in
he relevant entries from IDEA-INSPIRE. Some of the things design-
rs learned about during simulation are as follows.

Friction and restitution coefficients necessary for a car to move
reely on the ground.

The linear momentum with which the car should collide with
he obstacle so that the touch sensor would be actuated but the car
ould not undergo serious deformation, and the extent to which

he wheels of a car should rotate for it to avoid obstacles.
Legs of a vehicle need a mechanism similar to feet, which must

e dynamically balanced, else it could not move forward or re-
ract. This led to exploration of several ways by which the body of
he vehicle can be dynamically balanced.

For this mechanism to perform appropriately, the motion of the

egs must follow an appropriate sequence.
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3.6 Modeling of the System. It can be noticed from Figs. 4
and 5 that even though the systems are realized, the structural
components still do not represent the actual system. So, the se-
lected solutions, including their major subsystems, are further
modeled using CAD software. These models are explained next.
The solution for Problem 1 �Fig. 7� is an all terrain vehicle. Figure
7 shows its major components �see Fig. 8 for the simulated
model�.

The major components are a balloon for flying in air and two
cylindrical chambers that can be filled with water to control the
vehicle to be at various heights in water. A set of deployable
wheels enables it to run on ground. The deployable walking legs
help it to climb over big obstacles and walk on river bed, clinging
to something when the water current is high. Figure 8 shows the
use of its major subsystems in different situations.

Two solutions for Problem 2 �Figs. 9 and 10�, earlier modeled
in Figs. 4 and 5, are two solar array deployment systems with the
main structural components modeled.

Modeling the entire system gives a framework for further de-
sign and more detailed modeling by domain experts. Physical
modeling provides a more concrete form to each solution. The
final system, being complex, cannot be tested before an actual
prototype is developed, requiring many hours of subsystem mod-
eling by experienced engineers.

In an earlier work done by Sarkar and Chakrabarti �35�, various
novelty measuring methods have been reviewed, and a new
method for measuring creativity has been proposed and evaluated.
This method uses novelty and usefulness of a product to deter-
mine creativity of the product. Using this method one can catego-
rize the novelty of products into four groups: very highly novelty
�its function itself is novel�, high novelty �input and state changes
used by the product are novel�, medium novelty �physical phe-
nomena or effects used are novel�, and low novelty �organs or
parts used are novel�. We have found that the ideas generated in
the cases studied in this paper are in high and medium novelties.

4 Conclusions
We hope to have demonstrated that systematic use of knowl-

edge from both artificial and natural domains can not only help
designers to generate a variety of solutions but also aid in their
development into realizable and practical prototypes. Using ex-
perimental studies of engineering designers we explained the
workings of a biomimetics-based framework for systematic sup-
port for designers to develop novel realizable engineering solu-

Fig. 9 Solar array deployment „left… and deployed condition in
intended situation „right…

Fig. 10 Solar array deployment „left… and deployed condition

in intended situation „right…
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Downloa
ions using inspiration from natural and artificial domains. The
ethodology and support developed should help engineering de-

igners to use inspiration from nature in order to generate products
s solutions to engineering problems and then develop them into
ractical prototypes. Indian Space Research Organization �ISRO�
as delivered IDEA-INSPIRE to help its designers to generate suit-
ble products for space applications. A customized version of
DEA-INSPIRE is also delivered to the innovation wing of a global
ngineering conglomerate to inspire their designers in ideation.
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ppendix: Example Showing Human Understandable
FBS and SAPPhIRE Model) Codes for an Entry (Bee)
n the Database

BS
Function. Bees fly in order to transport themselves from place

o place in search of food. They mainly consume nectar of the
owers.
Structure. Bees have two muscle systems to enable flight: direct
uscle system and indirect muscle system. Figure 11 shows the

ouble-hinged attachment of the wings to the thorax, one hinge
eing connected to the side of the thorax �outer hinge� and the
ther to the tergum �inner hinge�. The dorsoventral muscles run
rom the tergum to the bottom of the thorax.

Behaviour. The bees employ the indirect muscle system. The
orsoventral muscles, running from the tergum to the bottom of
he thorax, contract to raise the wings �starting from the image at
he bottom�. When the dorsoventral muscles contract, the tergum
s lowered and the wings rotate about the outer hinges and rise.
he longitudinal muscles, running along the length of the thorax,
ontract to lower the wings. When the longitudinal muscles con-
ract, the tergum is forced upward again, and the wings rotate in
he opposite sense about the outer hinges. The effect of the indi-
ect musculature may be described by a familiar object: the tennis

Fig. 11 An entry
all.
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SAPPhIRE Constructs

• Action
To fly from one place to another.
To move from one place to another.

• State
The insect is at rest.
The insect is flying.

• Phyphenomenon
The dorsoventral muscles contract.
The wing rotates in the clockwise direction.
The longitudinal muscle contracts.
The wing rotates in the counterclockwise.
The wing movements are monitored by the brain.

• Phyeffect
Hooks law.
Lever effect.

• Input
The contracting force.
The moment applied.
The electrical signals.

• Organ
Link between the wing and the body.
Link between the wing and the muscle.
Link between brain and body.

• Parts
Dorsoventral muscles.

For an example of Machine-understandable codes for an entry, see
�4�.
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